GW - 75 Filling System
Gravimetric filling system GW 75 is an ideal device for dispensing preset quantity of granular products like seeds, pulses etc. into
bags. The device can be easily integrated to traditional low height hopper/silo mouths. It can be used for dispensing quantity from
10 - 50kgs. The device comes with an integrated clamping mechanism.

GW 10 Filling System
Gravimetric filling system GW 10 is an ideal machine for automatically dispensing preset quantity of free flowing products like seeds
and pulses etc.. This is a load cell based pneumatically operated machine. It has a storage hopper and is equipped with coarse feed
and fine feed system to maintain the filling accuracy. The output could be collected in a bag directly which can be sealed on a sealing
machine. Gravity feed models are available for quantity from 200-1000gms and Vibratory feeder models are offered for 500-5000gms.
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Filling System
Filling System suitable for open mouth bags in the range;1Kg – 10Kg/ 1Kg – 20Kg / 5Kg – 50Kg, up to
10 bags per minute. Dual load cells for greater accuracy l Coarse & fine feed weighing arrangement l Digital
indicator with high visibility display l Simple software operation and set-up l Digital Weight Indicator l Bag
counter l Auto zero
Filling system can be offered with suitable accessaries for filling.

Pneumatic Sealing Machine
SEPACK PS 900 pneumatic sealing machine is suitable for sealing
various plastic film bags and Aluminum plastic laminated bags with
maximum sealing length of 900mm (standard) and maximum
loading of 80kg. The sealing operation can be controlled using
foot switch.

Continuous Sealing Machines
To seal different types of pre filled flexible bags
continuously. Applications in various industries like
food processing, chemicals engineering etc. Smaller are
suitable for packets upto 1Kg. and bigger models are
suitable for bags upto 30Kg.

Carton Sealing
Machine

Accessories for filling

This machine is used for top
and bottom sealing of carton
(secondary) boxes using BOPP tapes.

Offering a continuous moving
surface which can carry bags,
cartons, raw material etc., In a
typical production environment

Non-Scooping Type

Ideal for filling raw
products into silos,
hoppers for further
processing. Both
scooping and nonscooping types are
available

Scooping Type
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